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CargoEase Locker Installation 

Congratulations and Thank You for purchasing a CargoEase Locker 

Please read instructions thoroughly before beginning installation!! 

Step 1: Un-wrap your new CargoEase Locker and check to ensure that there is no shipping damage. 

Step2: With assistance place Locker into truck bed. We recommend to place a piece of cardboard covering the 
floor of the truck box to avoid scratches.   

Positioning the front of the Locker   

Step 3: Using a measuring tape, measure across the front of the truck box bulkhead and mark center of the 
bulkhead at the same height up from the floor of the truck box as the locker top. 

Step 4:  Using a measuring tape, measure across the front of the Locker top and mark center  

Step 5: Push the Locker forward ensuring the frame is against the front bulkhead of the truck box aligning the 2 
marks.  

Securing the Locker into the Truck Bed:  

Step 6a: On each side of the Lockers there are Black T Tracks installed (see fig.1) There are also eyelets supplied 
with each Locker that slide on to the T Track that simply slide on the T Track and twist clockwise to tighten down 
(see fig.2) Position the eyelets so they are straight above in line with the OEM tie downs inside the pickup bed and 
tighten. Once the eyelets are in place and tightened, use the turnbuckles and carabineer provided, placing the 
carabineer through the eyelet end of the turnbuckle and then attach to the eyelet on the Locker, next place the 
hook of end of the turnbuckle through the OEM tie down and tighten until snug. Repeat this step in each of the 
four corners of the pickup bed.   
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